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Training for Trainers on Circular
Economy and Circular Solutions



Venue: Lisbon, Portugal.

Dates: From the 6th of September 2021 to 8th of September 2021.

Participants:

Timetable:

Project Partner Organisations selected the participants comprised of staff

members, which are activily involved in the project throughout its several

stages. Staff members were selected on the basis of their skillset and

motivation to develop new competences, which are relevant for the project. 



Training for Trainers on Circular Fashion

Refashion and Upcycled Clothing are two eco-friendly solutions, alternatives to the

overconsumption that can be found in the fashion industry. When upcycling

clothing, a new life is given to worn out clothes, transforming those into new

valuable pieces of clothes.

Having these two concepts always in mind, the Training focused on giving trainers

examples of  solutions to prevent secondhand clothes from going to waste and to

give them a second life, namely shirts and jeans.

At the same time, creativity, innovation, costs savings, cloth and textile waste

reduction are being encouraged, since clothes are one of the main donations

received by organisations that host refugees and migrants.

Training for Trainers on Repair

The training focused on providing solutions on how to prevent household

appliances to go to waste, by ways of learning how to do a diagnose and repair of

broken household appliances.

 The repair of simple household objects contributes to the extension of the

objects’ lifespan and the consequent saving of money by avoiding the acquisition

of new equipment. Moreover, it contributes to having a circular economy

mindset, and disseminating it through their peers.


